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HarmonicDrive® Speed Reducer

CSF supermini Series
CSF-3B
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■ Gear head type

27mm

■ Double-shaft unit type

* Exact sized photograph

ISO14001
Hotaka
plant
ISO9001

Pursuit of ultra-compactness,
high-precision repeatability and
more advanced total motion control
Features

Non-backlash, high-precision repeatability and
positioning accuracy
Although uncontrollable backlash is inherent in the general
wheel device with combined gears, HarmonicDrive® has no
backlash and provides high-precision repeatability and
positioning accuracy.
Compactness, light weight and high torque capacity
As the torque is transferred with the engaged teeth (30% of all
teeth), large transfer torque is obtained. The volume is 1/3 or
less and the mass is 1/2 or less than the gearing with the same
torque capacity.
Small four-point contact ball bearing adopted for the
main shaft
High moment capacity has been achieved by adopting our
original "compact four-point contact ball bearing" to allow
direct support of an external load. We have also enhanced the
mechanical precision (such as face run-out) on the output part.
Form adapted for use
There are three types: the actuator type (RSF-3B) combined
with the ultracompact AC servo motor; the gear head type
directly attached to the servo motor; and the double-shaft unit
type with an input shaft and output shaft.
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RSF supermini Series
AC Servo actuator RSF-3B

Features
Compact, light weight and high torque
With built-in Speed Reducer for precision control HarmonicDrive®, RSF supermini Series has much
higher output torque to its external dimensions, compared to direct-drive method by high capacity motor
itself. Also, it realizes miniaturization and and lightening by combination with proprietary AC Servo motor.

Advanced Positioning Accuracy
Scarce backlash and advanced positioning accuracy as a characteristics to HarmonicDrive®, a speed
reducer for precision control realizes high-precision precision structure.

Stable Controllability
By high reduction ratio of Speed Reducer for precision control HarmonicDrive®, stable controllability is
gained against change in load inertia moment.

Models and symbols of RSF-3B
AC Servo actuator

AC Servo driver

RSF-3 B-50-E 020-C
1

No.

2

3

4

5

Description of symbol

6

HA-680-4 B-24

7

1

Details of symbol

2

3

4

5

No. Description of symbol

Details of symbol

1

Model name

AC servo actuator
RSF series: Output axis is shaft type.

1

Model name

AC servo driver, HA series

2

Series name

680 series (position, speed and torque control)

2

Model

3

3

Rated output current

4: 4A

3

Version symbol

4

Corresponding symbol

B: for RSF-3B

4

HarmonicDrive® reduction ratio

Version symbol
30: 1/30; 50: 1/50; 100: 1/100

5

Power supply voltage

24: DC24V

5

Encoder type

E: Incremental encoder

6

Encoder pulse number

020: 200p/rev (Incremental method)

7

Specification

C: Standard item (with connector)
SP: Special specification

Example of RSF-3B system configuration
AC servo driver
HA-680 series

Power supply DC24V*

Personal Computer*
EIA-232 private
communication cable**

Power connector**

I/O signal connector**

Host controller*
AC servo actuator
RSF-3B series

Relay cable
for motor**

Connector for
encoder**

Motor connector**

Relay cable for encoder**

4 RSF supermini series

Notes:
An asterisk (*) indicates that the product is to be
prepared by customers.
Two asterisks (**) indicate that the product is optional.
See "Example of connection" on Page 9 for wiring
between the power supply and the driver.

R SF supermini Series

Time rating:
Excitation method:
Insulation class:
Withstanding voltage:
Insulation resistance:
Structure:

Continuous
Permanent magnet type
B
AC500V/min
DC500V 100 Mohm or more
Totally enclosed self cooling type

Operating temperature:
Storage temperature:
Operating/ storage temp.:
Vibration resistance:
Lubricant:

Actuator model
Item

Input power supplyEWA-E**-M09-3M14
voltage (driver)

0 to 40oC
-20 to +60oC
20~80%RH (no condensation)
49m/s2
Grease (Harmonic Grease)

RSF-3B
30

EWA-M**-JST04-TN2

AC Servo actuator RSF-3B

Specifications of RSF-3B

50

V

100

DC24±10%

Allowable continuous
current
EWA-B**-JST03-TMC
A
Allowable continuous
torque （ケーブル長さ1.5m）
HDM-RS232C
Nm

0.65

0.66

0.56

0.03

0.07

0.11
1.08

(during operation at allowable continuous
rotational speed)

kgfcm

0.31

0.68

Allowable continuous rotational speed (output shaft)

r/min

150

90

45

Nm

0.04

0.08

0.12

kgfcm

0.41

0.82

1.22

A

1.5

1.4

1.1

Nm

0.13

0.21

0.3

kgfcm

1.27

2.05

2.94

Allowable continuous stall torque
Instantaneous maximum current
Maximum torque
Maximum rotational speed
Torque constant
MEF constant
Phase resistance (at 20oC)

333

200

100

0.11

0.18

0.40

kgfcm/A

1.12

1.84

4.08

V/(r/min)

0.015

0.025

0.050

Ω

1.34

mH

Phase inductance
2

Moment of inertia

r/min
Nm/A

Note 4

GD /4

0.18
2

kgm

2

kgfcm･s

J

Reduction ratio

-４

-４

1.07×10
30

Allowable thrust load

Encoder resolution (Output shaft: when multiplied by 4) Note 5
Note 6

2.98×10

3.6

N

130

kgf

13.2

g

11.90×10-４

50

kgf

Pulse/res.

1.17×10-４
100

36

Pulse

Encoder pulses (motor shaft)

Note 1:
Note 2:
Note 3:
Note 4:
Note 5:
Note 6:

0.29×10-４

N

Allowable radial load
(output shaft central value)

Mass
Combined driver

0.11×10-４

200
24,000

40,000

80,000

31.0 (Excluding clamp filter)
HA-680-4B-24

The table above shows output values of outshaft.
The values in the table above are obtained when connected to the combined driver (HA-680-4B-24).
All values are typical data.
The moment of inertia is the total value of the motor shaft and HarmonicDrive® moment of inertia converted to the output side.
The encoder resolution is (motor shaft encoder resolution when multiplied by 4) x (gear ratio).
The weight of one clamp filter is 6g.
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RSF supermini Series
(unit: mm)

RSF-3B-XXX-E020-C
4-M1.6 depth 3.2 evenly spaced

Max diameter
of rotation part

AC Servo actuator RSF-3B

External dimensions of RSF-3B

Reducer unit

Motor lead wire

Leading range of
encoder cable

Finished ext. dia. φ5Max

Encoder lead wire

Finished ext. dia. φ5Max

Clamp filter (2 pieces) : ZCAT1518-0730 (TDK)

Rust-proof specification
Electroless nickel plating is applied on the case (circular spline) of the reducer unit (refer to the dimensional
outline drawing). (The rust-proof effect is not perfect, i.e. on the same level as Raydent and black chromeplating.)
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R SF supermini Series

The operable range when AC servo actuator RSF-3B and AC servo driver HA-680 for DC24V power supply
are combined is plotted in the graph.
● Acceleration/deceleration motion range: Range of torque-rotational speed that is operable momentarily. Normally, this range is used
during acceleration and deceleration.
● Continuous motion range: Range of continuously operable torque-rotational speed.
● 50% duty motion range: Range of torque-rotational speed operable at 50% duty (ratio between operational and standby hours is 50:50)

■ RSF-3B-30-E020-C

Radiation plate 85x85x3 (mm)

0.15

Torque [N・m]

0.12

AC Servo actuator RSF-3B

Operable range of RSF-3B

Acceleration/deceleration
motion range

0.09
0.06
0.03

Continuous
motion range

0.00
0

50

50% duty motion range
100

150

200

250

300

350

Rotational Speed [r/min]

■ RSF-3B-50-E020-C

Radiation plate 85x85x3 (mm)

0.25

Torque [N・m]

0.20

Acceleration/deceleration
motion range

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

Continuous
motion range
0

50% duty motion range

50

100

150

200

250

Rotational Speed [r/min]

■ RSF-3B-100-E020-C

Radiation plate 85x85x3 (mm)

0.35

Torque [N・m]

0.30
0.25

Acceleration/deceleration
motion range

0.20
0.15
0.10

Continuous
motion range

0.05
0.00

0

20

50% duty motion range
40

60

80

100

120

Rotational Speed [r/min]
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RSF supermini Series
AC Servo actuator RSF-3B

Features of AC servo driver HA-680 for DC 24V power supply
In order to demonstrate the full performance of AC servo actuator RSF-3B, the following functions are equipped to AC servo driver
HA-680 for DC 24V power supply.

Small and compact design

Easy test run adjustment

It is about half the size of a postcard, just the size of a card case.
Its ultra-light design with a weight of only 230 g is useful for small,
space-saving devices.

Adjustment, such as gains, can be performed using dedicated
communication software PSF-520.

Substantial functions
Position control, speed control, and torque control are provided as
standard. It is compact and has substantial functions.

Electronic gear suitable
for mechanical system

The electronic gear function adjusts the feed pitch of servo system
in unit of reduction ratio and feed structure of load machine.

Easy function setting and wide
range of operating status display

Three types of input signals
for position commands

All functions, such as setting and changing parameters, monitoring
I/O signals, rotation speed, and deviation, can be done easily by
using dedicated communication software PSF-520. Up to eight
previous alarms are memorized and indicated as alarm history that is
helpful for diagnosis.

Three types of input signals for position command are selectable:
two-pulse train, single-pulse train, and two-phase pulse train.

Power supplies for main circuit and
control circuit are separated

Regenerative circuit
provided as standard

Because the main circuit power supply and the control circuit power
supply are separated, safe diagnosis can be performed in case of
failure.

Built-in regenerative circuit as standard. Can be used in
applications with a large moment of inertia without worrying
about regeneration.

Specifications of HA-680
Driver model

HA-680-4B-24

Item
Combined actuator
Allowable continuous current (Arms) Note 2
Instantaneous max. current (Arms) Note 3
Cont. cir. P.S (CP)
Power supply
voltage
Main. cir. P.S (MP)
Control method
Encoder
I/O signal
Encoder monitor
Control mode
Display
Protective function
Regenerative absorption circuit
Structure
Installation method
Mass

Ambient conditions

RSF-3B-xx-E020-C
0.66
1.5
DC24V (20 to 28V)
DC24V (20 to 28V)
Sinusoidal PWM control switching frequency 12.5kHz
14-line specification (Line driver input)
DI: 5 points (insulation with photo coupler) DO: 5 points (insulation with photo coupler)
Variable function assignment
Phase-A,B,Z line driver output Phase-Z open collector output (insulation with photo coupler)
Speed, position and torque control
LED 2 points (green:1 point red:1 point)

For power on, servo-on, alarm operation status display

Memory error, overload, encoder break detection, encoder reception error, UVW error, overcurrent,
system error, regenerative error, max. deviation, load short circuit, overspeed, operating temperature error

Built-in (with an external capacitor/resistor installation terminal). The built-in resistance has a fuse.

Semi-covered type (aluminum base with plastic cover)
Base mount (wall installation) * Mounting direction must be vertical, and make enough space.

230 g
Operating temp: 0 to 50oC Storage temp:-20 to 85oC
Operating humidity/storage humidity: 95%RH or less (no condensation)
No vibration or physical shock
No powder or dust, metal powder, corrosive gases, flammable gases, or oil mist
No water or oil splashes
To be used indoors, not under direct sunlight

Note 1: Parameter setting of this driver is performed depending on the actuator combined with it. It cannot be used for any other actuator.
Note 2: The value of the allowable continuous current is limited by the combination of the actuator.
Note 3: The value of the instantaneous maximum current is limited by the combination of the actuator.
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Series
Supermini
シリーズ
R SF supermini
AC Servo actuator RSF-3B

External dimensions of H-680

(unit: mm)

Ground
mark

Specification
indication plate

Cover

Software version No. seal
2-washer cross pan-head machine screw
(brass round) M3x6seal

Regenerative resistance internal/external switch terminal

Heat sink

Connection example of H-680
Here is a connection example in the position control for "open collector" signals. The command format is "2 pulse method."
Also, function assignments of I/O signals can be changed. (The example below shows that function assignment is 0.)
For the connection example of speed and torque control, refer to "technical materials for HA-680 series."
+5V power supply for signals are to be prepared by customers.
Input current should be 16mA.

FWD command pulse signal input
REV command pulse signal input
Line filter
AC/DC
power
supply

External power supply

Power transformer
AC Power input

Servo ON
Forward inhibited
Reverse inhibited

AC Servo Actuator
RSF-3B

Alarm clear
Red

Deviation clear

White
Black
Positioning complete output
Alarm
Ready
Be certain to
ground before use

Speed limiting
Phase Z OC output

Relay cable
EWA-EXX-K09-3M14

Output signal common

7 (Red)
8 (Black)
1 (White)
2 (Green)
3 (Yellow)
4 (Brown)
5 (Blue)
6 (Orange)

Incremental encoder

Encoder A+ phase signal output
Encoder A- phase signal output
Encoder B+ phase signal output
Encoder B- phase signal output
Encoder Z+ phase signal output
Encoder Z- phase signal output
Encoder monitor gland

Shield

Shield

Connector shell
Connector shell

Note) Refer to "technical materials for HA-680 series" for
connection details.
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RSF supermini Series
AC Servo actuator RSF-3B

Options
Relay cable for incremental encoder

Relay cable for motor

Order code example: EWA-E**-M09-3M14
The cable to connect interpolator of incremental encoder and
servo driver
"**" in code indicates the cable length (03: 3m; 05: 5m; 10: 10m).
Note: This cable is mandatory for the connection between
incremental encoder and servo driver.

Order code example: EWA-M**-JST04-TN2
The cable to connect the motor and servo driver
"**" in code indicates the cable length (03: 3m; 05: 5m; 10: 10m).
Note: This cable is mandatory for the connection between motor
and servo driver.

EIA0232 (RS-232C) Communication Cable
Order code example: HDM-RS232C
The cable to connect the personal computer and servo driver
Standard cable length is 1.5m.

Software for Servo Parameter Setting
(Distributed with free of charge)
Order Code Example: PSF-520
The software to set servo parameters in the servo driver from
PC. The software as updated can be downloaded from the
homepage of Harmonic Drive Systems (http://www.hds.co.jp/).
An EIA 232C cable is required for connection between your
personal computer and the servo driver.
CN3

www.hds.co.jp
EIA-232C cable

Warranty period and terms
Products that are described in this catalog are warranted as follows:

Warranty period
Under the condition that the products are handled, used and maintained properly followed each item of the technical materials, the
manuals, and this catalog, all the products are warranted against defects in workmanship and materials for the shorter period of either
one year after delivery or 2,000 hours of operation time.

Warranty terms
All the products are warranted against defects in workmanship and materials for the warranted period.
This limited warranty does not apply to any product that has been subject to:

1

User's misapplication, improper installation, inadequate maintenance, or misuse.

2

Disassembling, modification or repair by others than Harmonic Drive Systems, Inc.

3

Imperfection caused by the other than the products.

4

Disaster or others that does not belong to the responsibility of Harmonic Drive Systems,

Our liability shall be limited exclusively to repairing or replacing the product only found by Harmonic Drive Systems, Inc. to be defective.
Harmonic Drive Systems, Inc. shall not be liable for consequential damages of other equipment caused by the defective products, and
shall not be liable for the incidental and consequential expenses and the labor costs for detaching and installing to the driven equipment.

Trademark
The academic and general nomenclature for “HarmonicDrive®” is “wave motion gearing” and “HarmonicDrive®” is a registered trademark only
usable on products manufactured and sold by Harmonic Drive Systems.
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R SF supermini Series
Warning

: Means that improper use or handling could
result in a risk of death or serious injury.

Caution

: Means that improper use or handling could
result in personal injury or damage to
property.

Limited Applications
This product cannot be used for the following applications:
* Space equipment
* Aircraft equipment
* Nuclear power equipment
* Equipment and apparatus used in domestic homes
* Vacuum equipment * Automotive equipment * Game equipment
* Equipment that directly works on human bodies
* Equipment for transport of humans
* Equipment for use in a special environment

Please consult Harmonic Drive Systems beforehand when intending to use one of its product for the aforementioned applications.

AC Servo actuator RSF-3B

For Safe Use of
Servo Systems

Install a safety device that avoids an accident even if output of this product becomes uncontrollable due
to breakdown when using it in equipment that affects human lives and that may trigger serious damage.

Actuator Safety Precautions
Design Precaution: Be certain to read the technical information when designing the equipment.

Caution

Use only in a specified environment.

Install the actuator at the specified accuracy.

● Actuators are designed and manufactured for indoor use.
Please ensure the following environmental conditions are
complied with:

● Correctly align the centers of the actuator shaft and
mating machine in accordance with the technical
information.
● Any misalignment could cause vibration and fracture of
the output shaft.

• Ambient temperature 0 to 40°C • Vibration 24.5m/s2 or less
• Ambient humidity 20 to 80% RH (no condensation)
• No splashing of water or oil
• Do not expose to corrosive or explosive gas

Caution

Operational Precaution: Be certain to read the instruction manual and technical information before operating the actuator.

Caution

Warning

Do not exceed the allowable torque.

Do not plug directly into a socket.

● Do not apply a torque larger than the maximum value.
● If an arm or other part is connected directly to the output
shaft, this latter may become uncontrollable if the arm or
other part is collided.

● The actuator cannot be operated unless connected to a
dedicated control unit.
● Never connect directly to the AC power supply.
The actuator may fracture and a fire may break out.

Warning

Do not pat the actuator.

Do not pull the cables.

● An encoder is coupled to the actuator. Do not pat the
actuator.
● A fractured encoder may cause the actuator to run out of
control.

● Pulling a cable may damage the connecting part and
cause the actuator to run out of control.

Warning

Servo Driver Safety Precautions
Design Precaution: Be certain to read the technical information when designing the equipment.
Use only in a specified environment.

Caution

● The driver generates heat. Exercise reasonable care
concerning heat radiation and operate under the
following conditions.
• Install vertically and ensure sufficient space nearby
• 0 to 50°C and 95% RH (no condensation)
• Avoid vibration or shocks
• Do not expose to dust or corrosive or explosive gas

Take adequate precautionary measures to damp
noise and ground.

Caution

Exercise reasonable care when rotating from load side

Caution

● The servo driver may break if the actuator is run while
being rotated from the load side.
● Consult Harmonic Drive Systems when the servo driver is
operated in this mode.

● Noise on signal wire may cause vibration and
malfunction. Observe the following conditions:
• Separate strong and weak wires.
• Minimize wiring distances and lengths.
• Ground the actuator and servo driver to one point and
in class 3 in grounding.
• Do not use a power input filter in the motor circuit.

Use an earth leakage breaker for the inverter.

Caution

● Use an earth leakage breaker for the inverter. A timedelay breaker cannot be used.

Operational Precaution: Be certain to read the instruction manual and technical information before operating the actuator.
Do not touch the terminals for 5 min after turning it off.

Do not change the wiring while the current is active.

Warning

Caution

● Always turn the power off when removing any wire or
connecting or disconnecting a connector, otherwise an
electric shock or runway may result.

Warning

● Residual electricity remains after turning the power off.
Make checks more than 5 minutes after turning the power
off to prevent any electric shock
● When installing a servo driver, design the structure so that
the electric parts inside cannot be touched easily.

Do not conduct a withstand voltage test.

Do not operate the servo driver by turning it on and off.

● Do not conduct a megger or withstand voltage test,
otherwise the control circuit of the servo driver may be
damaged.

● Frequent turning on and off of the power causes the
internal circuit devices to deteriorate.
● Start and stop the actuator by issuing a command signal.

Caution

When Discarding Actuator and Servo Driver
Please discard as industrial waste.

Caution

● Please discard as industrial waste when discarding.
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CSF supermini Series
Feature
Small four-point contact ball bearing adopted for the main shaft
High moment capacity has been achieved by adopting our original "compact four-point contact ball
bearing" to allow direct support of an external load. We have also enhanced mechanical precision
(such as face run-out) on the output part.

A versatile reduction ratio range and shapes to meet various applications
There are three reduction ratios of 1/30, 1/50 and 1/100 for the same size. There are two shapes. One
is a gear head type directly attached to the servo motor, and the other one is a double-shaft unit type
with input shaft and an output shaft.

CSF-3B Principle and the structure
Unique mechanism to generate accurate motion control
The unique operating principle of HarmonicDrive® and the structure of the CSF-3 series are shown below.

Principle
90°

CSF-3B

0°

360°

Circular Spline
Wave Generator
Flexspline

One turn of Wave Generator

Three basic components are assembled.
The flex spline is bent into an oval shape
by the wave generator. Teeth on the long
axis of the oval therefore mesh with the
circular spline, while the teeth on the
short axis of the oval perfectly detach
from the circular spline.

Fixing the circular spline and rotating the
wave generator (input) clockwise will
elastically deform the flex spline,
sequentially moving the tooth meshing
positions with the circular spline.

When the wave generator rotates
through one turn, the Flexspline moves
counterclockwise by two teeth based on
the difference in the number of teeth
because the Flexspline has two teeth
fewer than the Circular Spline. Normally,
this motion is taken out as output.

Structure
Wave Generator

Circular Spline

The Wave Generator is a thin raced ball bearing fitted onto an elliptical
hub serving as a high efficiency torque converter and generally
mounted onto the input shaft.

The Circular Spline is a rigid ring with internal teeth, engaging the teeth
of the Flexspline across the major axis of the Wave Generator. The
Circular Spline has two more teeth than the Flexspline and is generally
mounted onto housing.

Flexspline
The Flexspline is a non-rigid, thin cylindrical cup with external teeth on
a slightly smaller pitch diameter than the Circular Spline. It fits over and
is held in an elliptical shape by the Wave Generator.

Double-shaft unit type (1U)

Gear head type (1U-CC)

This is a conclusive-type double-shaft unit with an input shaft and an
output shaft. Even if you are not familiar with handling HarmonicDrive®,
you can easily handle it and obtain high-precision positioning.

Four-point contact ball bearing

Output shaft
(low-speed shaft)

Circular spline (case)

Input shaft
(high-speed shaft)

This is a gear head designed with the concept of being combined with
a high-performance compact servo motor. It sports the ultimate output
characteristic among gears of the same size.

Four-point contact ball bearing

Output shaft
(low-speed shaft)

Output flange (rotor)
Rotor

Wave Generator
Flexspline

Flexspline

12 CSF supermini series

Circular spline (case)

Wave Generator

Series
KDU
シリーズ
CSF supermini
ダイレクトドライブ・モータ
CSF-3B Rotational direction and reduction ratio
Rotational direction
* R indicates the reduction ratio value from the ratings.

1

Reducer
Input: High-speed shaft
Output: Low-speed shaft
Fixed: Case

i=
Fixed

2

-1
R

1
i=
R＋1

Reducer
Input: High-speed shaft
Output: Case
Fixed: Low-speed shaft

3

Reducer
Input: Low-speed shaft
Output: Case
Fixed: High-speed shaft

R
R＋1

i=

High-SP shaft
(Input shaft)

Case

4
Overdrive
Input: Case
Output: Low-speed shaft
Fixed: High-speed shaft

7
Differential

5

R＋1
i=
R

CSF-3B

Low-SP shaft
(Output shaft)

6

Overdrive

i= -R

Input: Low-speed shaft
Output: High-speed shaft
Fixed: Case

Overdrive
Input: Case
Output: High-speed shaft
Fixed: Low-speed shaft

i= R＋1

When all of the highspeed shaft, low-speed
shaft, and case rotate,
Combinations (1)
through (6) are available.

Input

Output

Note) Contact us if you use the product
as Accelerator (5) and (6)

Reduction ratio
The reduction ratio of Harmonic Drive is determined by the number of teeth of the Flexspline and the Circular Spline
Example
Number of teeth of the Flexspline:
Number of teeth of the Circular Spline:

Zf
Zc

Number of teeth of the Flexspline:
Number of teeth of the Circular Spline:

200
202

Input:
Wave Generator
Output: Flexspline
Fixed: Circular Spline

Reduction ratio i1 =

1
=
R1

Zf-Zc
Zf

Input:
Wave Generator
Output: Flexspline
Fixed: Circular Spline

i1 =

1
200-202
-1
=
=
R1
200
100

Input:
Wave Generator
Output: Circular Spline
Fixed: Flexspline

Reduction ratio i2 =

1
=
R2

Zc-Zf
Zc

Input:
Wave Generator
Output: Circular Spline
Fixed: Flexspline

i2 =

1
202-200
1
=
=
R2
202
101

* R1 indicates the reduction ratio value from the ratings.
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CSF supermini Series
CSF-3B Installation example
A representative installation example of the gear head type (1U-CC) is shown below.
Note: See the "General catalog for HarmonicDrive®"
to install a motor.
Mounting flange
Servo motor

Wave generator

CSF-3B

CSF-3B Models and symbols

CSF - 3 B- 50- 1U-CC-SP
1

2

3

4

5

No. Description of symbol

6

Details of symbol

1

Model name

CSF series

2

Model

3

3

Version number

B (latest version)

4

Reduction ratio

30, 50, 100

5

Type

1U: Double-shaft type
1U-CC: Gear head type

6

Special specification

SP: Special specification for shape and
performance
No mark: Standard item

CSF-3B Rated table
Model

3

Reduc- Rated torque at input
2000r/min
tion
ratio
Nm
kgfm

30
50
100

0.06
0.11
0.15

0.006
0.011
0.015

Peak torque at
start/stop

Nm
0.13
0.21
0.3

kgfm
0.013
0.015
0.021

Allowable max. value
Instantaneous
Allowable max. input
of ave. load torque allowable max. torque
rotational speed

Nm
0.1
0.13
0.23

kgfm
0.010
0.013
0.023

Nm
0.22
0.41
0.57

kgfm
0.022
0.042
0.058

* Upper part of inertia moment is the value of 1U type, whereas, lower part is the value of 1U-CC type.
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Allowable ave. input
rotational speed

Inertia moment
(1/4GD2)

r/ min

r/ min

kgm 2

10000

6500

1U:5.3×1 0 -7
1U-CC:7.0×1 0 -7

Series
シリーズ
Supermini
CSF supermini
Terms on the rated table
The ratings of HarmonicDrive® consist of 6 values and inertia moment.
Example of load torque pattern
Abnormal impact torque

Steady

Load torque

Load larger than the steady torque is applied to HarmonicDrive®
by the load inertia moment for start and stop. Values from the
ratings show the acceptable value at peak torque.

Start

Time
Stop

−

Allowable max. value at average load torque

＋

See Fig. 1

Unexpected impact torque may be applied from the exterior
except regular-load torque and load torque for start and stop.
Values from the ratings show the acceptable value at the time. The
frequency of applying this torque is limited. See "On intensity" and
"On lifespan" section.

Time

−

Allowable max. input rotational speed,
allowable average input rotational speed

CSF-3B

Instantaneous allowable max. torque

Wave Generator
rotational speed

When the load torque and input rotational speed change, the
average value of the load torque needs to be obtained. Values
from the ratings show the acceptable value at average load
torque. When the average load torque exceeds the value from the
ratings, generation of heat degrades the lubricant earlier and
accelerates the abrasion of the teeth. Due care should be taken.

Start
(Speed cycle)

Instantaneous max. torque

＋

Allowable peak torque for start and stop

Peak torque at start/stop

See Fig. 1

This indicates the allowable continuous load torque when the
input rotational speed is 2000 r/min.

Torque on steady state

Rated torque

Use the input rotational speed within the limit of acceptable values
shown from the ratings.

Inertia moment
The inertia moment on the axles of the wave generators of each
model is indicated.

Intensity and lifespan
Intensity of flexspline
As flexspline repeats elastic deformation, the transmission torque of
HarmonicDrive® is calculated based on the fatigue strength of the
bottom of the flexspline. Values of the rated torque and allowable peak
torque for start and stop are those within the fatigue limit of the bottom
of the flexspline.
Although the value of the allowable maximum instantaneous torque
(impact torque) fully endures the fatigue limit of the bottom of the
flexspline, it could generate fatigue fracture if it frequently exceeds the
allowable maximum instantaneous torque. Therefore, the number of
applications of impact torque is limited to prevent possible fatigue
fracture.
Restriction on the bending frequency of the flexspline by the rotation of the
wave generator while the impact torque is applied: 1.0 x 104 (frequency)

■ Calculation formula
N=

1.0×1 0
2×

4

n
60 ×t

Allowable frequency:
N frequency
Time that impact torque is applied:
t sec
● Rotational speed of the wave generator: n r/min
● The flexspline bends two times by one cycle of the wave generator.
●
●

Exceeding the allowable frequency may cause fatigue damage to
the flexspline.

Caution
Caution

You can calculate the allowable frequency of impact torques from this
restriction on the bending frequency.

Ratcheting phenomenon
When excess impact torque is applied during operation, the
engagement of the teeth between the circular spline and the flexspline
may be put momentarily out of alignment instead of damaging the
flexspline. This phenomenon is called ratcheting, and the torque is
called ratcheting torque (see values on the corresponding page of
each series). Operating the drive without fixing ratcheting will result in
earlier abrasion of the teeth and shorter lifespan of the wave generator
bearing due to the effect of the grinding powder generated by
ratcheting.

When the engagement of the teeth is out of alignment
Circular Spline

When ratcheting is caused, the teeth may not be correctly engaged and
become out of alignment as shown in Fig. 2. As operating the drive in this
condition will generate vibration and damage the flexspline, adequate care
should be exercised.

Caution
Caution

Once ratcheting is caused, the tips of the teeth are worn and the torque
value generated by ratcheting will be lowered. Pay due attention to this
point as well.

Caution
Caution

■ Ratcheting torque
Type No.
3

30
0.88

Flexspline
This condition is called "dedoi-dal".

■ Buckling torque
Reduction ratio
50
0.83

100
0.74

Type No.

Speed ratio

3

3.7
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Terms on the rated table
Lifespan of the wave generator

Diagram of the relation between the intensity and
the lifespan of HarmonicDrive®

  
   

Ln

Lifespan

 
  

 
 

* Lifespan is based on the rated rotational speed and rated torque from the ratings.

■ Calculation formula for lifespan (Lh) by actual operation condition
Tr

3

（ Tav ）・（

Lh=Ln・

Nr
Nav

34
Buckling
torque

33
Load torque (when the rated torque is 1)

The lifespan of HarmonicDrive is determined by the lifespan of
the wave generator bearing, and you can calculate this by the
rotational speed and the load torque just as with a general ball
bearing.

10

Breakdown
region

9

Lifespan of wave generator (L10)

8
Racheting torque

7
6
5
4
3

Instant. allowable max. torque

Emergency operation region

Allowable peak torque at start/stop

2
1

）

Bottom fatigue intensity
of the flexspline

Not breakdown
region

0 5
10

Normal operation region

10

6

10

7

Rated torque

10

8

10

9

10

10

Total frequency of the wave generator

CSF-3B

Ln:
Tr:
Nr:
Tav:
Nav:

Lifespan of L10 and L50
Rated torque
Rated rotational speed
Average load torque on the output side
Average input rotational speed

External dimensions of CSF-3B

(Note) Use HarmonicDrive® within the range of "Normal operation region." Using it
beyond "Emergency operation region" may result in damaging HarmonicDrive®
earlier than usual.
* Lubricant lifespan such as for abrasion on the tooth surface is not taken into consideration in the
graph described above.
* Use the graph above as reference values.

(unit: mm)

Double-shaft unit type (1U)
This is a conclusive-type double-shaft unit with an input shaft and an output shaft.

Max diameter
of rotation part

4-M1.6 depth 3.2 evenly spaced

Note) Please confirm the dimensions specification
drawing issued by us for details.

Gear head type (1U-CC)
This is a gear head designed with the concept of being combined with a high-performance compact servo motor.
4-M1.6 depth 3.2 evenly spaced

4-M1.4 depth 2.8 evenly spaced

Max diameter
of rotation part

With locking screw

R 0.2 or less

Note) Please confirm the dimensions specification
drawing issued by us for details.
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Starting torque and overdrive starting torque
Starting torque

Overdrive starting torque

Starting torque means the instantaneous "starting torque" with which the
output side (low-speed side) starts rotation when a torque is applied on the
input side (Wave Generator). The values in the table indicate the max. value,
and the lower-limit value indicates approximately 1/2-1/3 of the max. value.

Measuring condition

Overdrive starting torque means the instantaneous "starting torque" with
which the input side (Wave Generator) starts rotation when a torque is
applied on the output side (low-speed side). The values in the table indicate
the max. value, and the lower-limit value indicates approximately 1/2 of the
max. value.

No-load, ambient temperature: +20oC
* Use the values in the table as reference values as they vary depending on the usage conditions.

■ Starting torque

■ Overdrive starting torque

Unit: cNm

1U type

1U-CC type

1U type

Unit: Nm

1U-CC type

Reduction
ratio

Starting
torque

Reduction
ratio

Starting
torque

Reduction
ratio

Overdrive
starting
torque

Reduction
ratio

Overdrive
starting
torque

30
50
100

0.34
0.30
0.26

30
50
100

0.32
0.28
0.24

30
50
100

0.14
0.14
0.16

30
50
100

0.12
0.11
0.13

Angle transmission accuracy

■ Angle transmission accuracy
Reduction
ratio

θer

30

θ1
θer=θ2R

θer
θ
θ
R
1
2

Angle transmission error
Input rotating angle
Actual output rotating angle
Reduction ratio of Harmonic
Drive (i=1:R)

50
100

Unit

×10-3 rad
arc min
×10-3 rad
arc min
×10-3 rad
arc min

CSF-3B

Angle transmission accuracy indicates the difference with the logical rotating angle as the angle transmission error when any rotating angle
is given as an input.

Model

3
2.9
10
2.9
10
2.9
10

Rust-proof specification
Electroless nickel plating is applied on the circular spline (case).
(The rust-proof effect is not perfect, i.e. on the same level as Raydent and black chrome-plating.)

Warranty period and terms
Products that are described in this catalog are warranted as follows:

Warranty period
Under the condition that the products are handled, used and maintained properly followed each item of the technical materials, the manuals, and this
catalog, all the products are warranted against defects in workmanship and materials for the shorter period of either one year after delivery or 2,000 hours
of operation time.

Warranty terms
All the products are warranted against defects in workmanship and materials for the warranted period.
This limited warranty does not apply to any product that has been subject to:

1

User's misapplication, improper installation, inadequate maintenance, or misuse.

2

Disassembling, modification or repair by others than Harmonic Drive Systems, Inc.

3

Imperfection caused by the other than the products.

4

Disaster or others that does not belong to the responsibility of Harmonic Drive Systems, Inc.

Our liability shall be limited exclusively to repairing or replacing the product only found by Harmonic Drive Systems, Inc. to be defective. Harmonic Drive
Systems, Inc. shall not be liable for consequential damages of other equipment caused by the defective products, and shall not be liable for the incidental
and consequential expenses and the labor costs for detaching and installing to the driven equipment

Trademark
The academic and general nomenclature for “HarmonicDrive®” is “wave motion gearing” and “HarmonicDrive®” is a registered trademark only usable on products
manufactured and sold by Harmonic Drive Systems.
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For Safe Use of
HarmonicDrive® series

Warning

: Means that improper use or handling could
result in a risk of death or serious injury.

Caution

: Means that improper use or handling could
result in personal injury or damage to
property.

Limited Applications
This product cannot be used for the following applications:
* Space equipment
* Aircraft equipment
* Nuclear power equipment
* Equipment and apparatus used in domestic homes
* Vacuum equipment * Automotive equipment * Game equipment
* Equipment that directly works on human bodies
* Equipment for transport of humans
* Equipment for use in a special environment

Please consult Harmonic Drive Systems beforehand when intending to use one of its product for the aforementioned applications.

Install a safety device that avoids an accident even if output of this product becomes uncontrollable due
to breakdown when using it in equipment that affects human lives and that may trigger serious damage.

Design Precaution: Be certain to read the catalog when designing the equipment.
Install the equipment in a specified manner.

Use only in a specified environment.

CSF-3B

Caution

● Please ensure the following environmental conditions are
complied with:
• Ambient temperature 0 to 40°C
• No splashing of water or oil
• Do not expose to corrosive or explosive gas
• No dust such as metal powder

Caution

● Carry out assembly precisely in the specified order according
to the catalog.
● Observe our recommended tightening methods (such as bolts
used).
● Operating the equipment without precise assembly can cause
troubles such as generation of vibration, reduction of life,
deterioration of precision and breakdown.

Caution

● Using other lubricant than our recommended products
can reduce the life. Replace the lubricant in a specified
condition.
● Grease is sealed in a unit product. Do not mix other kinds
of grease.

Use the specified lubricant.

Install the equipment in a specified precision.

Caution

● Design and assemble parts to keep the recommended
installation precision on the catalog.
● Failure to keep the precision can cause troubles such as
generation of vibration, reduction of life, deterioration of
precision and breakdown.

Operational Precaution: Be certain to read the catalog before operating the equipment.
Apply torque within the allowable range.

Be careful in handling products and parts.

Caution

● Do not give strong shock to parts and units with a hammer.
Do not scratch or bruise them. Possible damage is assumed.
● If you use the equipment in a damaged condition, the
specified performance may not be retained. It can also cause
troubles such as breakdown.

Pursuit of ultra-compactness,
high-precision repeatability and
more advanced total motion control
Caution

Do not change a set of parts.

Do not break down unit products.

● The product is manufactured with sets of parts. the

Caution

● Do not apply torque exceeding the instantaneous allowable
max. torque. Applying excess torque can cause troubles such as
loose tightening bolts, generation of backlash and breakdown.
● Striking an arm directly attached to the output shaft can damage
the arm and make the output shaft uncontrollable.

specified performance may not be retained if you have
used mixed sets of parts.

● Do not break down and reassemble unit products.

Caution

Original performance may not be reproduced.

Handling lubricant

Precautions on handling lubricant
● Lubricant got in the eye can cause an inflammation. Wear

protective glasses to prevent it from getting in your eye
when you handle it.
● Lubricant coming in contact with the skin can cause an
Non-backlash, high-precision repeatability and
Caution
inflammation.
Wear protective gloves to prevent it from
positioning accuracy
contacting
your skin when
you handle
it.
Although uncontrollable
backlash
is inherent
in the general
● Do
not device
eat it (to
avoid
diarrheagears,
and vomiting).
wheel
with
combined
HarmonicDrive® has no
● When
youand
open
the container,
you might
have your hand
backlash
provides
high-precision
repeatability
and
cut
by it. Wear
protective gloves.
positioning
accuracy.
Storage
● Keep lubricant off children.
● Tightly plug the container after use to prevent intrusion of
Compactness, light weight and high torque capacity
dusts and water. Avoid direct sunlight to store lubricant in
As the torque is transferred with the engaged teeth (30% of all
First-aid
Caution
a dark place.
largegets
transfer
torque
obtained.
The volume
is 1/3 or
● Ifteeth),
lubricant
in your
eye, is
you
should wash
your eye
less clean
and the
mass
1/2
or less and
thansubmit
the gearing
with the same
with
water
foris15
minutes
to medical
torque capacity.
treatment.
When Discarding Actuator and Servo Driver
four-point
ball
bearing
adopted
for the
● IfSmall
lubricant
comes contact
in contact
with
your skin,
you should
main shaftwash it with water and soap.
thoroughly
Please discard as industrial waste.
capacity
been
achieved by
adopting
● IfHigh
you moment
swallowed
it, you has
should
immediately
submit
to our
● Please discard as industrial waste when discarding.
original
"compact
four-point
contact
ball
bearing"
to
allow
medical treatment without throwing it up by constraint.
direct support of an external load. We have also enhanced the
mechanical precision (such as face run-out) on the output part.

Features

Warning

Treatment of waste oil and containers
● Treatment methods are obliged by law. Treat wastes
appropriately according to the law. If you are unsure how
to treat them, you should consult with the dealer before
treating them.
● Do not apply pressure on an empty container.
The container may blow up.
● Do not weld, heat, drill or cut the container.
The remainder may ignite with an explosion.

Form adapted for use
There are three types: the actuator type (RSF-3B) combined
with the ultracompact AC servo motor; the gear head type
directly attached to the servo motor; and the double-shaft unit
type with an input shaft and output shaft.
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As a Specialist in Precision Control Field
Chubu Sales Office

Tokyo Sales Office
Kita-Kanto Sales Office

Kansai Sales Office
Chugoku/Kyushu
Sales Office
HDAG, Germany

(Overseas
Special Distribution)

Through close cooperation in areas of development design,
production and marketing, Harmonic Drive Systems
creates unique products tailored to customer needs.

Sales and
Marketing
Proposes optimum products
meeting the operating
environment by precisely
determining the needs of
individual customers

Koshu/Shin-etsu Sales Office

Overseas Division

HD L.L.C., USA

Planetary gear speed reducer
development design: Harmonic A. D.

(Invested 100% by Harmonic Drive Systems)

Mechanical electronics development design

(Overseas affiliate)

Development Design
Development design departments closely
collaborate and highly integrate on
organization-developed technologies,
actively creating new technologies and
products.

HarmonicDrive® Systems
Development Design

Hodaka Plant

Production
Clear awareness of and
techniques for quality control
establish a viable production
system, promising a supply of
high-quality and highprecision products.

OTHER PRODUCTS

Future Business Division

AccuDrives®
AccuDrive® is a planetary gear speed
reducer featuring high precision and
stiffness, created by utilizing
expertise in precision machining
technology of HarmonicDrive® in the
field of low speed reduction ratio. A
high rotational accuracy is achieved
by a unique backlash removal
mechanism.

Rotary motion
High-torque actuators at low-speed
are optimally combined with each
servo motor with HarmonicDrive®
and excellent control characteristics.

Hodaka Plant of Harmonic Drive Systems
overlooking North Alps of Japan

Linear motion
The linear actuators compactly
combining a precision screw and
HarmonicDrive®. Versatile series are
available for ultra precision
positioning and high driving force
positioning.

Galvano scanner
In 1995 and 1998, Harmonic Drive Systems respectively
obtained approvals for ISO 9001 (International Quality
Management Standard) and for ISO 14001 (International
Environmental Management Systems) from TÜV Product
Service, a German accreditation organization. The approvals
signify global recognition of the quality assurance and
environment management systems of Harmonic Drive Systems.

Galvano scanners are developed
based on the small motors and
optical sensor technology, which
are researched by Harmonic Drives.
Smooth operation is realized by
high response and precision of
optical scanning.
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Information desk for urgent repair and inquiry [Information desk for urgent repair request and technical consultation]
• TEL:

CS division 0263 (83) 6812

• Business hours: Monday ~ Friday 9:00~12:00 13:00~ 17:00 (Except Saturdays, Sundays, national holidays and our specified days off)

Certifications for ISO 14001 (Hotaka Plant) and ISO 9001 and obtained from TÜV Product Service GmbH

URL: http://www.hds.co.jp/

Head Office:

Believe Omori 7F, 6-25-3 Minami-Ohi, Shinagawa-ku,Tokyo, Japan
140-0013 TEL 03(5471)7800 FAX 03(5471)7811

Tokyo Office:

Believe Omori 7F, 6-25-3 Minami-Ohi, Shinagawa-ku,Tokyo, Japan
140-0013 TEL 03(5471)7830 FAX 03(5471)7836

Kita-Kanto Office:

Y.S.T. Building 3F, 4-263 Sakuragi-cho, Ohmiya-ku, Saitama-shi,
Saitama, Japan 330-0854 TEL 048(647)8891 FAX: 048(647)8893

Koshin Office:

1856-1 Maki, Hotaka, Azumino-shi, Nagano, Japan
399-8305 TEL 0263(83)6910 FAX: 0263(83)6911

Chu-bu Office:

Rober Nagoya Building 6F, 3-139 Hongo, Meito-ku, Nagpya-shi,
Aichi, Japan 465-0024 TEL 052(773)7451 FAX 052(773)7462

Kansai Office:

Shin-Osaka Ueno To-yo Building 3F, 7-4-17 Nishi-nakajima,
Yodogawa-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka, Japan 532-0011
TEL 06(6885)5720 FAX 06(6885)5725

Chugoku-Kyushu Office: EME Hakata station-front Building 7F, 1-15-20 Hakata station-front,
Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi, Fukuoka, Japan
812-0011 TEL 092(451)7208 FAX 092(481)2493

The academic and general nomenclature for “HarmonicDrive®” is “wave motion gearing” and
“HarmonicDrive®” is a registered trademark only usable on products manufactured and sold
by Harmonic Drive Systems.
This catalog contains information as of May 2007.

Overseas Division:

Believe Omori 7F, 6-25-3 Minami-Ohi, Shinagawa-ku,Tokyo, Japan
140-0013 TEL +81-(0)3-5471-7800 FAX: +81-(0)3-5471-7811

Hotaka Plant:

1856-1 Maki, Hotaka, Azumino-shi, Nagano, Japan
399-8305 TEL 0263(83)6800 FAX 0263(83)6901

Harmonic Drive AG:

Hoenbergstrasse 14 D-65555 Limburg a.d. Lahn Germany
TEL +49-6431-5008-0 FAX +49-6431-5008-18

Harmonic Drive L.L.C:

247 Lynnfield Street, Peabody, MA, 01960, U.S.A.
TEL 978-532-1800 FAX 978-532-9406

This catalog is printed with soy ink on recycled
paper with a 100% mixing ratio of used paper.

No.0705-2R-RSF3

